




























































































































































































































































CMS Sensitivity for TC 
including systematic errors

















● Considers only the 
largest background 
(ZW).
● Lepton reco. eff. 
assumed 100% (it 
is more like 90%).
● Similar selection 
criteria to CMS 
study, but without 
∆ηZW cut.
● Cut on ρTC helicity.
MZW for 30 fb­1
ATLAS TDR Technicolor 




Detailed cuts WW analysis
• Leptonic W: highest-pT lepton + ETmiss
• Hadronic W: highest-pT jet(s)
• top cut: reject events with m(W+jet)~mtop 
• tag jets: more outward than Ws
• pT(WW+tag jets) ~0:








Detailed cuts WZ analysis
Leptons  Id, isolation, Pt cut (15 GeV)
Vector Boson  Mass cut (±15GeV), Pt cut (59GeV), (W,Z)>1.0
Forward Jets 2 required, E>200 GeV, Pt>15 GeV, >4
JetVeto No extra central Jet, No b­jet
Resonance  Mass cut : ±150GeV
